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W H O  W E  A R E

Stagwell and The Harris Poll have partnered to conduct research to monitor the pulse of the American Consumer.

The executive summaries on the pages that follow provide insight into current consumer attitudes and behavior 
and can be used to help navigate the changing industry landscape.  We hope this information proves useful to you 
and your team as you address these changes in real time and strategize for your next moves.

As always, we are here to help. Please don’t hesitate to contact us with any questions you may have.

Positively,

Ryan Linder + The Stagwell Family  
Global Chief Marketing Officer, EVP
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The following research was conducted between 
August 27 - 29, 2021 by The Harris Poll. Fielded 

among a nationally representative sample of 
1,901 U.S. adults, the newest research 

demonstrates how consumers’ perceptions are 
rapidly shifting as new developments emerge.
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WILL FULL FDA 
APPROVAL 
DISCOURAGE 
VACCINE 
HESITANCY?
Introduction:
Last week, the FDA granted full approval for Pfizer-BioNTech’s COVID-19 vaccine 
as the Delta variant continues to surge across the country. Will this extra stamp of 
approval resonate with those still hesitant to get the shot? Here is what we found:

• Confidence Booster: A large majority (80%) of Americans say full approval 
gives them more confidence in the vaccine, including over half (57%) of 
those unvaccinated.

• Credibility: Trust in the FDA is high, with (79%) of Americans, including 
(53%) of those unvaccinated, saying the agency’s approval is trustworthy to 
guarantee the safety and effectiveness of the vaccine.

• Will it persuade those on the fence? Half (49%) of currently unvaccinated 
say they will now get vaccinated after full approval, similar to our findings 
from early June 2021, when we found just under half (47%) of the then-
unvaccinated said it would make them more likely to get the shot once 
approved.

• But some are skeptical: Over 8 in 10 (86%) of vaccinated Americans say 
that unvaccinated people used the lack of full FDA approval as an excuse but 
will now find another reason to avoid vaccination.

• And two-thirds (66%) of all parents, and (42%) of unvaccinated parents, say it 
makes them more likely to vaccinate their children.

• Our friends at STAT explore why full FDA approval isn’t just a quick fix to 
vaccine hesitancy.

Implication:
We have yet to see the full impact of the FDA decision on the vaccine rollout, but 
the approval does clear the way for employers and other organizations to mandate 
the vaccine. Reaching the remaining unvaccinated Americans will require a 
patchwork fix of persuasion, mandates, and other measures in addition to this 
boost of confidence from the government.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/fda-approves-pfizer-biontech-covid-19-vaccine-for-people-16-and-older-11629726322?utm_campaign=The%20Insight%20COVID%20Tracker&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9JyFeZRlCV6FAJd9R3mMWriRZANwrGPVdUavSJQFm8ALBtyEqZNxDw2-LWyRGTf95gnMhu
https://www.statnews.com/2021/07/12/experts-warn-full-covid-19-vaccine-approval-is-no-quick-fix-for-hesitancy/?utm_campaign=The%20Insight%20COVID%20Tracker&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9JyFeZRlCV6FAJd9R3mMWriRZANwrGPVdUavSJQFm8ALBtyEqZNxDw2-LWyRGTf95gnMhu
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/23/us/pfizer-vaccine-mandates.html?utm_campaign=The%20Insight%20COVID%20Tracker&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9JyFeZRlCV6FAJd9R3mMWriRZANwrGPVdUavSJQFm8ALBtyEqZNxDw2-LWyRGTf95gnMhu
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AMERICANS ARE 
ON BOARD WITH 
CORONAVIRUS 
BOOSTER SHOTS: 
AXIOS-HARRIS 
POLL
Introduction:
The vast majority of Americans who are already vaccinated or plan to be 
vaccinated say they're likely to get a coronavirus booster shot, according to our 
latest data shared exclusively with Axios. Here’s what else we found:

• People of color and younger Americans are particularly likely to say that the 
booster shot recommendation impacted their confidence in the vaccine they 
already received.

• Half of vaccinated white respondents said their confidence had been 
impacted, compared with two-thirds of Black (66%) and Asian/Pacific Islander 
(67%) respondents and (60%) of Hispanic respondents.

• Two-thirds of Gen Zers (68%) said their confidence had been impacted, a 
contrast with the (42%) of Boomers who said the same.

• A higher share of vaccinated older generations (88% Boomers, 82% Gen X) 
also said they're likely to get a booster shot compared with (71%) of Gen Z.

Implication:
Experts are divided on how warranted booster shots are for most Americans, but 
everyone thinks that persuading more people to get the first round of vaccines 
should be a top priority.

https://www.axios.com/coronavirus-vaccines-boosters-polling-biden-americans-b7f00697-00bf-40e0-8805-ba0672dbb5d9.html?utm_campaign=The%20Insight%20COVID%20Tracker&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9JyFeZRlCV6FAJd9R3mMWriRZANwrGPVdUavSJQFm8ALBtyEqZNxDw2-LWyRGTf95gnMhu
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THE SWEET SPOT 
OF RETURNING TO 
THE OFFICE: 
FORTUNE-HARRIS 
POLL
Introduction:
Americans are gearing up for a hybrid work week this fall, with many companies 
planning to give employees the option of working some days in person and some 
remotely. The Harris Poll partnered with Fortune to talk to workers and understand 
what their optimal hybrid work week looks like. Here’s what we found:

• Professional workers prefer three days a week in the office, on average, with 
almost four in ten (37%) who want to return to the office full-time.

• Men want to be in the office an average of 3.5 days a week vs. 3.1 days 
among women.

• And Boomers in the workforce say they want to spend an average of 2.7 
days in the office a week, while younger workers prefer 3.4 days in 
person.

• The New York Times writes more on the frustration some employees are 
feeling as their return to office continues to be delayed in response to the 
pandemic.

Implication:
Most employers and employees know that office life will never be quite the same 
as it was pre-COVID, though what each company’s situation will look like is still 
being figured out. Despite what seems to be conventional wisdom, not all 
employees are happy with the shift to all remote and employers will need to listen 
to their concerns as well to foster a better workplace.

Section:

https://fortune.com/2021/08/30/hybrid-work-return-to-office-full-time-survey/?utm_campaign=The%20Insight%20COVID%20Tracker&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9JyFeZRlCV6FAJd9R3mMWriRZANwrGPVdUavSJQFm8ALBtyEqZNxDw2-LWyRGTf95gnMhu
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/23/business/workers-eager-office-return.html?utm_campaign=The%20Insight%20COVID%20Tracker&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9JyFeZRlCV6FAJd9R3mMWriRZANwrGPVdUavSJQFm8ALBtyEqZNxDw2-LWyRGTf95gnMhu
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2021 MOOD 
DISORDER 
SURVEY: NAMI-
HARRIS POLL
Introduction:
The pandemic has led many to be more open with others about their mental 
health, but this does not always translate to better outcomes. Harris Poll partnered 
with the National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI) to survey Americans about their 
perception and understanding of mood disorders. The full report can be 
downloaded here.

• General perceptions of mood disorders: Seven in 10 (70%) know mood 
disorders can affect a person their entire life, even if they get treatment, but 
(27%) of Americans believe that individuals with a mood disorder could just 
“snap out of it” if they tried.

• Living with a mood disorder: Half (50%) of Americans with a mood disorder 
report experiencing negative impacts on personal relationships and (61%) 
said that people treat them differently after they learn of their diagnosis.

• Treatment and support: Three-quarters (78%) of those with a mood 
disorder say it’s frustrating trying to find the right treatment and the top 
barriers to receiving desired services are being unsure of eligibility (48%), 
cost (41%), and being unsure about how to access the service (39%).

• Mental health today: Half (52%) say they have been more open with others 
about their mental health since the pandemic started, but (30%) say they are 
unable to get the support they need for their mental health during the 
pandemic.

Implication:
The COVID-19 pandemic posed new challenges to mental health, but it has also 
increased openness. It also spurred the rise of telehealth, which may help mitigate 
access issues and close the gap in support.

https://www.nami.org/Support-Education/Publications-Reports/Survey-Reports/2021-Mood-Disorder-Survey?gclid=Cj0KCQjwpreJBhDvARIsAF1_BU0AnMYgC5BPMzsFckMaBO99s7DIRG9rFjsbXuUuwDd3WB9PVdS6B2waAt-0EALw_wcB&utm_campaign=The%20Insight%20COVID%20Tracker&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9JyFeZRlCV6FAJd9R3mMWriRZANwrGPVdUavSJQFm8ALBtyEqZNxDw2-LWyRGTf95gnMhu
https://www.nami.org/Support-Education/Publications-Reports/Survey-Reports/2021-Mood-Disorder-Survey/NAMI-2021-Mood-Disorder-Survey-Report.pdf?utm_campaign=The%20Insight%20COVID%20Tracker&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9JyFeZRlCV6FAJd9R3mMWriRZANwrGPVdUavSJQFm8ALBtyEqZNxDw2-LWyRGTf95gnMhu
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PARENTS ARE 
BACK TO 
WORRYING AS 
KIDS ARE BACK TO 
DRIVING: 
CHEVROLET-
HARRIS POLL
Introduction:
With the back-to-school season in full swing, we partnered with Chevrolet to 
survey parents of school-aged children to discover how the pandemic affected 
their driving skills and the new realities that teen drivers face. Here’s what we 
found:

• The pandemic impacted how often people were on the road, with (56%) of 
parents saying they drove less during the pandemic.

• Teen drivers were impacted by a different complication during the 
pandemic: Nearly half of parents with a driving-aged child say their child 
experienced a delay in becoming a licensed driver during the pandemic.

• Six in 10 (61%) of parents are concerned about their teen on the road 
because of lost practice time due to the pandemic.

• And nearly three-quarters (73%) of parents report to notice more aggravated 
drivers on the road than before the pandemic.

Implication:
The pandemic caused a disruption in our daily lives as we put key milestones such 
as teen driving on pause as we adjusted to the new normal. Now, as consumers 
start to make up for lost time, brands have an opportunity to step in and help guide 
them through these challenges as we all get back to normal.

https://media.chevrolet.com/media/us/en/chevrolet/news.detail.html/content/Pages/news/us/en/2021/aug/0819-chevrolet.html?utm_campaign=The%20Insight%20COVID%20Tracker&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9JyFeZRlCV6FAJd9R3mMWriRZANwrGPVdUavSJQFm8ALBtyEqZNxDw2-LWyRGTf95gnMhu
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jgerzema@harrisinsights.com

JOHN GERZEMA
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